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Passing the Torch to Trump



The inauguration and the march that followed
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By Harper Crater Editor Donald Trump is officially the 45th President of the United States. Trump’s inauguration was on January 20; this event became highly controversial and protests took place to stymie the inauguration. Sophomore Reuben Brown attended the event. “I didn’t have many concerns,” Brown said. “If we had run into any protests we would have just avoided them.” Since all inaugurations are considered high security events, the Capitol Police, FBI, Secret Service, and National Guard all worked vigorously to ensure that the inauguration was safe for everyone. Security was particularly tight for Trump’s election due to the prospect of protests. “We’re planning a series of massive, direct actions that will shut down the inauguration ceremonies and related celebrations,” read a statement released by protest group DisruptJ20 prior to the inauguration. Statements by DisruptJ20 and other groups like them had Trump’s security team on high alert, but the inaugural event went off without a single security hitch. Junior Timothy Ryan supports Trump and was in Washington D.C. on the day of the inauguration. “I support President Trump because he is a doer; he’s not like some of our former presidents who are all talk and no action,” explained Ryan. “He represents many of my values that I believe the media has not shared so far.” Fellow schoolmate, sophomore Max Stevenson also agrees with Trump’s campaign. “I was born and raised
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1. Senior Joseph Fisher attended the inauguration. Photo by Joseph Fisher. 2. Junior Miranda Shorts attended the Women’s March. Photo by Miranda Shorts. 3. Senior Kelly Fanning also attended the Women’s march with her mother. Photo by Kelly Fanning. 4. The Morrow family participated in the Women’s March. The three spent the day in D.C. Photo by Emily Morrow. to believe in conservative values,” said Stevenson, a Trump fan since the beginning of the campaign. While many people at Kettle Run support Trump there are some who do not. “I know that I have an unpopular opinion at school when it comes to not supporting Donald Trump,” said sophomore Madison Slevin. “I’ve sat in class and heard people talk about how great he’s going to be, but I can’t get past even one of the mean things he’s said about minorities and women.” The Inauguration had a tough start selecting the entertainment; however, when January 20 arrived, the inauguration was fully staffed
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Author Lisa Parker, originally from Fauquier County, spoke to students in the National English Honor Society and several English classes on Thursday, January 26. Parker’s work is featured in the AP Literature textbook.



with a few unorthodox performers. The Rockettes, Mormon Tabernacle Choir, and Missouri State Chorale were only a few of the performers at the inauguration. The Rockettes’ agreement to perform was a social feat for Donald Trump, as their invitation to perform had been publicly declined by a few members of the elite dance squad. One Rockette went as far to anonymously state, “It’s a basic human rights issue.” While Trump’s inauguration was filled with performers, there were quite a few that declined his invitation. Among these were Elton John and Celine Dion, both of whom declined quietly in



comparison to the Rockettes. The number of people that were in D.C. the weekend of Trump’s inauguration was higher than previous inaugurations due to the marches and protests. Aside from the people that marched in the protests, there were some who were in D.C. hoping to catch a glimpse of the new President. “We don’t have tickets to the inauguration; we are going to D.C. to see how close we can get to the actual event,” Brown said. Hotels in D.C. catered to the protesters and raised prices for inauguration weekend. Some hotels charged up to $20,000 per night the week Cont. on pg. 6
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For the first time in school history, seniors Alison Farmer and Natasha Gwinn will attend the State Cosmetology Competition in April. The girls received third and first place at the District Competition.
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Changing The Homework Norms
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All of the different meanings of the holiday season



“Get involved.” “Build your resume.” “Participate in a variety of activities.” “Oh yeah don’t forget to do your homework!” It’s no secret that many of today’s teens are hyper-stressed with schedules packed full of activities. But why is this? We live in a society where more seems to be better as the youth of today strive to stand out amongst their peers. However, more is not always better, for example, when discussing the topic of homework. The fact of the matter is that high school students spend seven hours Monday-Friday and are then expected to accurately complete, on average, three and a half hours on homework according to usnews.com. Every day students are dedicating roughly 10.5 hours of their precious time to solely academ-



ics. Yet, students also need time to participate in extracurricular activities such as exercise, clubs, or after school jobs. These activities are all crucial to achieve a well-rounded personel that is crucial to success outside of the classroom. While the purpose of homework is to aid students and strengthen their understanding of material, recent studies have found that this is simply not the case. Research conducted at Stanford University in 2014 found that too much homework can actually have a negative impact on students, rather than solidify their understanding of topics. This research found that the average student was, again, doing between three and four hours of homework every night. Students who spent more than



the average amount of time on homework did experience greater behavioral engagement in school however there were several drawbacks to counterbalance this positivity. These students who spent more time on homework experienced more academic stress, physical health problems, and a lack of



balance in their lives. Is this really what we expect from our teens? To dedicate themselves so deeply to their studies that they physically deter from their health? Do we want to teach our kids that they should constantly be working and stressing into the late hours of the night? No! This is not what



we want for the coming generations. Realistically, homework will never be expunged from our school system, nor should it ever be completely removed from the system. However, there is an imperative demand for the amount of homework students receive to be diminished. According to psychologist Fernández-Alonso, the optimal amount of homework for students is roughly one hour. Instead of bombarding students with superfluous work, we need to take a moment and reevaluate in order to recognize which specific exercises will aid students and which will only add to their plate. Let’s give our kids a chance to be kids again and lessen the amount of added work they must complete.



What Do You Believe Is an Acceptable Amount of Homework? By Brandon LaBranche



“30 minutes to an hour is an acceptable amount of homework Josie Krasny Sophomore



“10 to 15 minutes seems like a good amount of homework in my opinion.” William Hunter Freshman



“45 minutes is a decent amount of time to do homework.” Justin Householder Senior



“I’d like to do none, but if I had to, 15 minutes at the most.” Hunter Carson Freshman



0 to 15 minutes should be am acceptable amount. Brianna Jenkins Junior



Learn About Us: The Chronicle Mission Statement and Staff Published nine times a year, The Chronicle @ Kettle Run is a student-run newspaper of Kettle Run High School. The paper is distributed monthly to all members of the faculty /staff and students in the school. Unsigned editorials will be published that express the views of the majority of the newspaper’s editorial board. Letters to the editor are welcomed and will be published as space allows. Letters must be signed, but the
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staff may withhold names upon request. We reserve the right to edit letters for grammar, quality, and content. All letters are subject to laws and governing such as obscenity, libel, privacy, and disruption of school the school process, as are all contents of the paper. Opinions displayed in letters to the editor are neither necessarily representative of those of the staff, nor are opinions or policy of the administration, unless so attributed.



The Staff: Editor-in-Chief: Catherine Schefer Managing Editor: Erin Hogge Viewpoint Editor: Chris Dodson Features Editor: Gavin Zeamer Editors: Nathan Pullen Carly Herbert
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A first hand look at the historic inauguration. Standing far from the ness tycoon seriously, while doubts, but nothing could cess. We share one heart, one



steps of the capital made it hard to see the newly elected president. But it was never hard for me to see his vision for America. After following Donald Trump’s campaign and seeing him eventually pull one of the greatest upsets of all time, I have been more inspired than ever to pursue my own ambitions. Ever since Trump’s campaign began, nobody took him seriously. All the way until election day, pundits believed Trump had no chance, polls predicted his loss, and even many in his own party didn’t have the backbone to support him. If you were like me in the summer of 2015, you probably thought of Trump’s candidacy as a joke or publicity stunt as well. But a large portion of the voters took the busi-



others took him literally. I was not a fan at first, but I eventually was able to look past the repetitive mainstream media reports of Trump’s fictional racism, sexism, cronyism or any other ism you can think of. I did more research on the man, read his books, and learned his political beliefs. I then decided that he was the best candidate remaining in the race, and his funny behavior, flaws, and conversational speeches only made me like him more. All that made him seem more like an average American that I could connect with. I always believed that Trump could win, but I was naturally very nervous. I knew that he would have to overcome countless obstacles to have a chance of winning the presidency. I had my



stop Donald Trump. He won the election fair and square, against all conventional wisdom. An epic win like that has only inspired me more to achieve my own goals. While it may seem weird to some, a billionaire politician overcoming every huge hurdle the establishment through at him to ascend to the world’s most powerful office is the best motivational story that I have ever seen. My family and I were fortunate enough to get tickets to the inauguration to see through this motivational tale. I was behind the reflecting pool, far away, but I heard my new president loud and clear. “We are one nation and their pain is our pain. Their dreams are our dreams and their success will be our suc-



home and one glorious destiny.” declared the new president. Though President Trump is a supporter for unity, his opponents make that very hard. I have experienced this many times. Backing Trump was never easy, but I always held my ground. President Trump has also made winning has trademark activity. Whether it was in real estate, television, sports, or politics, he has been in it to win it and was never ever about taking an “L”. This is why President Trump will always inspire me to push past any obstacle and always go for the win. With his election victory, he restored not only my faith in the American Dream, but also my faith in America. By Joseph Fisher



ria have always been something students have wanted here at Kettle Run High School. When I was a sophomore, our class president Ethan Schmidt listened to the voices of the students and pushed to get microwaves in the cafeteria so that students could bring in food from home to heat up. However, the movement failed when the administration said that they could not get the microwaves. But alas, we have new hope for the ever so coveted microwaves. I received word that Auburn Middle School re-



for its students, and I decided to dig in, and see if the rumors were true. The rumors were confirmed by Auburn Cafeteria Manager, Michele James. “The microwaves at Auburn are fairly new and have been installed within the past few weeks/or month,” James said. “The students seem extremely happy with it, and we have seen quite a few using them.” There are several reasons the microwaves were purchased. “The purpose of the microwaves are for students to be



possible so that a students will not be limited to options for eating,” James explained. I hope that microwaves will have a positive impact at Auburn so that they can start to be added to other Fauquier County public schools. In fact, that movement may have already started, as the Cafeteria Manager also said that, “I did see in the past month a microwave in the Fauquier High School cafeteria as well.” This could lead to the microwaves to be added to other high schools in the area. Armed with this new infor-



asked Principal Major Warner himself about the situation. “I have received a request for microwaves and that request is under consideration,” Warner said. Even though there is no promise as to if we will actually get microwaves in the cafeteria, there is a possibility that we will. With this possibility of microwaves coming to Kettle Run, I am extremely excited that I may have them for my last semester of my senior year. By Jack Linton



A very common practice, one that you might have even done yourself, is actually a felony, and could even land you in jail if you’re caught. Kettle Run students have admitted to streaming movies at home that are still in the theater. “I streamed The Shallows one night,” one senior said. “We all wanted to see it and we couldn’t go to the theater. It’s not like they are going to



go broke over one movie.” This senior looks at it as a victimless crime, but in fact, it leads to a serious loss of money for people who depend on the money that movie sales bring in. Steven Longi, producer of Hacksaw Ridge, said streaming music illegally really hurts film creators. “Many people are very strongly against movie piracy, and it is illegal,” said Longi. “Piracy is a dagger



into the heart of the movie business. Movies are not a good business model to begin with because they are so expensive to make and market. You also split half the box office with the theaters so you don’t get all of that back. It may take years to recoup all the money spent, and that’s only if the movie is successful, which most are not. It really hurts and has damaged it severely. Stealing is stealing, and it hurts the individual artists who are putting their blood, sweat and tears into their work.” When students stream things illegally, they also run the risk of hurting their computers. “I was watching The Dark Knight Returns Part II on Megashare,” one junior said. “Basically, it put a lot of viruses on my computer. We could only get rid of 40 percent of the viruses. The rest were coded to be permanent. I had to buy a whole new computer. My dad was not very happy.” In additon to hurting your computer, it could also hurt your wallet. A piracy charge



can cost up to a $250 thousand and three years in prison. However, this charge is rarely enforced. Freshman Trevor Berg thinks fewer people would stream videos if there were tougher penalties. Berg would like to see me offenders punished. “It [Piracy] is an insult to the great artists who make film,” Berg said. Junior Rutger Scott hopes to go into the movie industry one day. “I think movie piracy is a serious issue and needs to be stopped,” Scott said. Freshman Garret Heiston thinks there should be punishments, but that the fines on the books now are a little tough. Senior Chris Dodson thinks that if movies were more affordable, fewer people would use the streaming websites. “The movie business is making more money than ever with increasing ticket prices, so pirating movies is sometimes the only affordable option for people, even if they are missing the experience of the theater. By Declan Boyle



Request for Microwaves in Cafeteria Heats Up Microwaves in the cafete- cently acquired microwaves accommodated in every way mation, I went ahead and



Teens Urged to Stop Streaming Videos



Oops! Our Bad!



The Chronicle @ Kettle Run is a student run newspaper. We try our best to correct all errors, but realize there are times that errors are not caught and are printed. The following errors were brought to our attention in the November issue and we apologize. In the extra, Mark Your Calendar, the exemption policy was incorrect. It should have stated that “students who have an A and have missed 4 or fewer days or a B and have missed 3 or fewer days, will be exempt from finals.



The Chronicle welcomes complaints about errors that warrant correction. Messages on news coverage can be e-mailed to [email protected] Comments on editorials may be e-mailed to [email protected]



The Following Column was written by famed Azerbaijani journalist Khadija Isamayilova It is about the Women’s March in Washington D.C., protesting for womens rights and against Donald Trump’s proposed policies. On Saturday, January 21st, 2017, men and women from across the country met in Washington, D.C. (and across the world) to stand up for women’s rights under our new government. The 2016 presidential campaign cycle was one full of controversy, but one of the most heated topics was President Trump’s statements about women. The people are concerned; will this new administration be able and willing to fight for equality? Or will sexism become the status quo? From questions like these came a grass roots effort compromised of dozens of independent groups at a state level who have come together to make a statement. An estimated 500,000 (possibly more) people converged onto Independence Avenue and the surrounding streets to participate in this demonstration. Speakers included the president of Planned Parenthood, chairman of the NAACP, actresses Scarlett Johansson and Ashely Judd, director Michael Moore, and on. There were performances by Alicia Keys and Madonna and guest appearances from the mothers of the Black Lives Matter movement. All in all the protests across the world drew over 2.5 million people who want to send and clear and peaceful message to our new President and his administration: don’t let us down. If you are interested in world events or human rights issues stop by Ms. Young’s room, 420, for more information.
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Murphy Nominated for Anges Meyer



History Department Chair Jessica Murphy will represent KRHS By Katie Yeager Managing Editor



“Throughout my life, I have had teachers who have done their job and taught me what I needed to know, but I have also had teachers who have gone above and beyond and influenced me beyond their call of duty,” senior Catherine Schefer said. “Mrs. Jessica Murphy has achieved the latter and has become one of my all-time favorite teachers.” Murphy has been at Kettle Run since the school opened in 2009. She has taught history and sociology but her true passion is psychology. On her watch, the psychology classes continue to grow. Students say Murphy’s passion and knowledge of the content she teaches shines through each day in her lessons. “Every day is something new,” senior Colleen Cragun said. “I am always excited to go. She makes the most boring of topics interesting and easy to learn.” “I learned so much human behavior and what to look for in others,” senior Cuyler McCorkindale said. “Her class



photo by Carly Herbert



Preparing for her day, Psychology teacher Jessica Murphy works hard to make her lessons engaging. opened up a realm in the uniMcCorkindale added, “She things, and helped me to the verse that I previously didn’t cares for her students and best of her ability. She genuthink existed, and it gave will remain at school for inely cares about her stume an in depth look into the hours, long after the final dents and wants to see them human mind. I learned why bell has rung, to remediate happy and successful.” people do, say, and believe students who are struggling.” In addition to learning a the things that they do.” Senior Madison Durlam is great deal from Murphy, McAlthough AP classes can very thankful for her time Corkindale said she inspired be tough, Murphy goes the with Murphy. “I missed a him to be a better person. extra mile to make sure the lot of school during my ju“Her passion for her job is content is accessible to all of nior year,” Durlam said. “Ms. truly inspiring,” McCorkinher students. Murphy kept in constant dale said. “It has motivated “Mrs. Murphy allows test communication with my me to work hard and drive retakes and will take the mom, as well myself, to make towards success in whatever time to stay after school and sure I was doing okay. “She I’m passionate about, despite help students study and pre- extended deadlines for me, however many times I fail, pare for them,” Cragun said. took time to talk to me about and to never give up.”



Faculty members also have a great deal of respect for Murphy. “I have worked with Ms. Murphy since the school opened,” Publications Adviser Shelly Norden said. “Although I have not had the pleasure of spending much time in her classes, I have had the pleasure of teaching many of the same students and listening to all the wonderful things they say about her. I cannot tell you the number of times a student has shared something in my class that they learned in Ms. Murphy’s class.” Special Education Department Chair Mary Harper believes Murphy is an asset to KRHS. “She is always willing to offer advice or work collaboratively with other teachers to develop either her lesson plans or theirs.” Every school in Fauquier County will select a teacher to represent the school. The county will then narrow it down to one. The Washington Post has honored teaching excellence in the Washington region for three decades, with the Agnes Meyer Outstanding Teacher Award.



How Much is too Much Homework?



Students and administrators take sides on homework “Ifdebate the work is simply ‘busy By Carly Herbert News Editor



How much homework is too much? That’s the question Fauquier County School employees are focused on answering this year. “We are currently working to evaluate our beliefs about homework and what it should look like,” Principal Major Warner said. “The conversation is long overdue.” Although Warner believes homework is necessary at times, he also thinks it should be meaningful. “I think as educators we all agree that learning can and should extend beyond the walls of our classrooms, but we should think creatively about what form that should take,” Warner said. “As an extension of the learning environment, or a project or something that allows students to work together, to investigate and discover, to collaborate? I think it has tremendous benefit and those are just a few examples. If it becomes routine practice that has a lot of volume with very little feedback then the value diminishes greatly.” Superintendent Dr. David Jeck shares similar ideas on the subject. “If it is meaningful, digestible, and varied, I think it is beneficial. In other words, a
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Junior Erin Hogge reads over a homework assignment before turning it in.



quality homework assignment might be as simple as a dinner table discussion around a certain topic, or an open-ended question that requires students to research something on the Internet. It doesn’t always have to be worksheets or 30 math problems out of the textbooks. It is important that homework take on many forms,” said Jeck. “In my opinion, no more than one hour [of homework] per night on average.” Both Jeck and Warner understand that students have a lot going on in their lives and they think that should be taken into consideration by teachers. “Students today are much more involved in after school activities than we (us old



people) were, and they are pulled in many directions,” Jeck said. “The balance you are referring to is becoming harder and harder to find.” Warner agreed, “They should take into consideration all that goes on in a student’s life. Our students are active in their schools and communities, and I think a worthwhile question to ask is can we assess what we want our students to know in ways other than lengthy homework assignments?” Sophomore Tyler McAnany doesn’t mind having homework. “I think it’s good because it keeps me from slacking and keeps me busy,” McAnany said. “It gives me a purpose.” Sophomore Claire LaF-



leur also does not mind homwork. “I think that it is good in moderation but that it shouldn’t be excessive,” LaFleur said. “I think it really just depends on the assignment,” freshman Jon Spitz said. When throwing other after-school activities into the mix, students have to find a balance between school work and the other things they are expected to do. “To balance school, sports, and extracurricular activities, I have to manage my time as well as possible,” junior Gracie Crater said. “I also set time limits for myself to make sure I finish certain assignments on time and move on. Some days I just have to be prepared for a super late night in order to finish everything, From personal experience, I believe that most of the stress stems from poor time management. But, I do think that the homework amount causes stress for students.” The amount of homework given is ultimately up to the teacher, but Crater thinks that any assignments given should have purpose and benefit the learning process of the students in some way.



work,’ I don’t think it’s beneficial because many students have other work to focus on,” Crater said. Warner said the topic is tough because there is not a one-size-fits-all answer. “Putting a time limit on it is tough because every subject is different,” Warner said. “I do think we should plan homework with time and ability levels of every student in mind. I believe a lot of teachers take what students do beyond the classroom into consideration. Bottom line is if you value it and want it back you have to take volume and time into consideration and provide timely feedback to students.” The topic of homework came up over the summer during a principals’ meeting. “My personal feelings, as it is for many of us, is that homework has real value,” Warner said, “but we have to make it more authentic and purposeful. Practice just for the sake of practice doesn’t accomplish what we are looking to do with students.” Warner hopes this conversation will generate change. “I am hopeful that what will come out of the conversation is a renewed look and application of a long-standing educational practice,” Warner said.
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Prowl Ranked Top in the Country Yearbook earns first place with special merit By Noel Washington Contributing Writer



“It just goes to show that hard work really does pay off,” 2016 Prowl Managing Editor Ellie Heflin said when she found out the yearbook she managed was rated one of the best in the country. The 2016 yearbook was one of 13 yearbooks in the nation to receive a “First Place with Special Merit” ranking in the American Scholastic Press Association (ASPA) evaluation. In a special category award, the Prowl was also named one of the ten “Most Outstanding High School Yearbooks” for 2016. “The high quality of your yearbook is indicative of the intelligence and creativity of your students,” the reviewer wrote in a letter to the staff. “This is one of the best publications I’ve seen so far this year.” Publications adviser Shelly Norden was thrilled with the news. “I’m so proud of my staff,” Norden said. “They work very hard to produce a book that covers the entire year. It is no easy task, as I’m sure they will tell you.” “When I first found out, I felt a sense of accomplishment,” Heflin said. “There’s
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Celebrating the completion of their hard work, Ellie Heflin and KP Deliee show off their yearbook. no better feeling. The hardest part of working on the yearbook was being held accountable for it. What I mean by that is it was KP’s and my job to keep everybody else on track with deadlines and what they needed to be doing in order to ensure that the book turned out the way we wanted it to. and it did.” The yearbook is produced in chronological order. Each



week, the staff gets together to discuss the big events happening in and around the school that week. Students are then assigned events to cover by taking pictures and writing features about them. “We try to cover a variety of things,” Norden said. “From classroom labs to popular concerts, our goal is to cover it all.” Heflin believes it is this



strategy that set their book apart. “I think details made our yearbook stand out as well as the amount of student body covered,” Heflin said. “We added quotes and pictures of different students and teachers to each club page; it’s the little things that make it unlike the rest, that make it stand out.” The 2016-2017 yearbook staff is hard at work on this year’s yearbook. The theme is Perspective and the cover is a Cougar looking forward or looking sideways, depending on the viewer’s perspective. “We thought this would be a fun theme, especially considering all the events of this year- the Presidential election being the key one,” Norden said. “Everyone looks at things differently.” Editor in chief Maddie Basye and Managing editor Eliana Castro can’t wait for the school to see the hard work that this year’s staff is putting into the book. Students can purchase the yearbooks at www.jostens. com for $95. “We sell out of our books every year,” Norden said. “Don’t wait until the last minute to buy one.”



How Reliable Are Your News Sources? In the age of technology how can you be sure information is true By Madison Slevin Contributing Writer



With thousands of news sources, the number of false outlets continue to grow and confuse the general public. During the heat of the recent election, there was an epidemic of false news that created a frenzy of what citizens should trust. Now that the results have come in, the country can take a look back at what sources were true and which ones were false. History teacher Michelle Cooper elaborates on how they sift through news and determine what to trust in terms of establishing opinions. “Distorted information can easily sway individuals who have no knowledge of the content/background of news,” Cooper said. “It is also dangerous, as it can lead to not only misinformation but negative actions (violence, cyber security) by those individuals taken in by ‘fake news’. It’s very difficult to convince an individual of the correct information. Once they believe distorted information (and a lot of this seems reputable) many will feel that all news is distorted making it a lose lose situation. Reputable websites will always



By Madison Slevin Contributing Writer
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Looking over the school paper, sophomore Harper Crater checks for errors. show bias, but they should always be rooted with factual evidence.” Cooper explained there are several steps she takes to evaluate a news source. “I, personally, go through multiple sources and I find primary documents to be awesome,” Cooper said. “History is told in facts. Being able to distinguish bias is extraordinarily important. I am always suspicious of news. Whether it come from CNN, Fox News, or BBC. As a history teacher, I understand the need for evidence



and factual background because, without it, all news is hogwash.” Students are especially prone to coming across false news when the average teenager uses their electronic device for nine hours a day. “I typically go out of my way to check my sources because I don't like ‘statistics’ or ‘facts’ that have no background to them,” sophomore Carly Schneider said. Junior Joey Moore understands the importance of fact checking news. Moore thinks too many people form opin-



ions based on information that is not accurate. “Once a person's opinion is set, it is usually pretty difficult to dissuade it as they believe that their opinion is correct,” Moore said. “You need a certain degree of credibility and persuasion in your argument to change their mind.” Moore follows the following steps to determine the credibility of information he reads online. “Once you see recurring information, after using different websites, you can usually determine credibility,” Moore said. “If you find a piece of information on one site, but can't find it elsewhere. it is probably safe to assume that website isn't credible. I always make sure my information is accurate so I don't get marked off for being inaccurate. Websites like Wikipedia aren't necessarily credible, but they are a good starting point and gateway to further knowledge.” There are websites that have started for the sole purpose of fact checking news. Some of the more reputible sites include Politifact, factcheck.org, and snopes.com. So before spreading news on social media, make sure to check out out.



January 2017



Mark Your Calendar By Jack Tessier



Spring Musical Auditions



Auditions for the spring musical, “Once Upon a Mattress,” will be after school on Tuesday, January 31, and Wednesday, February 1. Call backs are the following Friday and Monday. There is a sign up sheet on the theatre bulletin board in front of the entrance to auditorium. Students should prepare a 1-2 minute, light-hearted monologue and a golden age, light-hearted song to sing for 32 bars. Music is acapella. Rehearsals start February 21 and will be after school Mondays through Thursdays 3-5 p.m.. “Once Upon a Mattress” will be performed May 4, 5, 6, and 7. For any additional questions see Mr. Fleet in the theatre room or Mrs. Deavers in the band room. Report Cards Report cards for the first marking period of the second term will be sent home on Thursday, February 16. Presidents’ Day Holiday There is no school on Presidents’ Day, Monday, February 20. Theatre Field Trip The theatre department will go see Monty Python’s musical “Spamalot” at VCU on April 18. Anyone is welcome, but there are only 100 spots on the bus. It’s first come, first serve. There will be a waiting list. See Mr. Fleet for field trip form. The cost of the trip is $50. Valentines Day Need something for that special someone for Valentine’s Day? The theater department will be selling carnations. Listen to the morning announcements for details. Boys and Girls State Applications for the American Legion Boys State of Virginia and the American Legion Auxiliary Girls State are now available in the counseling office. Boys State and Girls State are two highly respected educational summer programs that involve government and leadership. Applications are only open to current Juniors and the deadline to turn in applications will be Wednesday, February 22nd.
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Student The Dangers of Reckless Driving Fauquier experiences the repercussions firsthand Shoutouts



Congratulations to the following students for their outstanding achievement in their designated area.



Erin Kerrigan broke the school record in the 100 meter butterfly. Caitlyn Adair broke the school record in the 100 meter free style. Devyn Heron won first place at Fork Union in the 3200 meter run. Sophie Haughsahl finished third at Fork Union in shotput with a person record of 33 feet 5 inches. Claire Trotto finished first place in pole vaulting at Fork Union.



By Katie Yeager Editor How often do you look away from the road while driving to check a text or fiddle with the radio station? A recent increase in negligent drivers in the area has proven that distractions to driving can be fatal. Multiple, unfortunate accidents have impacted the community over the past few years. The most recent: the death of six year old Samuel Legg, a member of the Fauquier County school system. The Fauquier County Sheriff’s Office charged Felicia Arbujo, 31, from Stafford with reckless driving. Arbujo slammed into the back of the Legg family van at an intersection on route 29, causing the van to be pushed off of the road. This is not the only recent accident on 29, according to Fauquier Now, “ At 6:39 p.m. Thanksgiving Day, a 17-year-old driver turned a 2006 Ford Mustang into the path of a northbound vehicle on the four-lane highway.” Before these incidents, the Fauquier County Sheriff’s Office put out a message from Sheriff Mosier on October 31, 2016. The message referenced a traffic safety campaign and distracted driving. “ As I have mentioned during our ongoing traffic safety campaign, aggressive and distracted driving poses a public safety threat on our roadways,” Sheriff Mosier wrote. “And so I encour-



Photo from Catherine Schefer Demonstrating what young drivers should not do, senior Catherine Schefer sends a quick text to a friend. Schefer was in a parked car when the picture was taken. age you to speak with your children and grandchildren about the dangers of aggressive driving and remind them that drivers face big penalties and demerit points if cited.” Another accident, not too far from home for many Fauquier residents, occurred recently in Gainesville. A father crashed into the back of a delivery truck while he had his two-year-old son in the car, both the father and son were killed. Very similar to the accident Arbujo, the father crashed into the truck when it was stopped at an intersection. Kettle Run PE teacher Joan



Degoosh has strong views on the matter. Warning students to be careful, attentive drivers is one of her main concerns as a driver education teacher. “Distracted driving is dangerous because you are less focused on driving which increases driving risk,” explained Degoosh. “Driving is more likely to result in disaster if you are not fully focused and attentive to that task. You can minimize risk by eliminating the distractions. Remove the distractions that take your attention away from driving. The more attentive and focused you are behind the wheel



Melissa Abshire, Alyssa Harrison, Innaguration and march continued from page one Watson being only a few. dent now and I respect that. Caitlyn Maloney, end of the inauguration. Timothy Ryan was also in “The Women's March on I did join to show that there and Payton Fiel fin- D.C. on January 20, “I did Washington will send a bold is a large portion of the popuished fifth out of 22 not have tickets [to the inau- message to our new govern- lation who care about certain ment on their first day in of- issues that Trump’s administeams at Fork Union guration] but I wish I had.” Protests followed the inau- fice, and to the world, that tration could threaten such in the 200 meter relay. guration the night of Janu- women's rights are human as Planned Parenthood, the The wrestling team beat Fauquier High School for the first time in school history. Natasha Gwinn and Alison Farmer finished first and third place at the cosmetology regional competition and will represent Kettle Run at States in April. If you would like to have a student recognized direct message the Kettle Run Twitter or email Shelly Norden at snorden@ fcps1.org.
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ary 20 and the day of January 21. On January 20, protests in D.C. turned violent when protesters began smashing the windows of buildings and cars that lined 12th Street. Police threw tear gas and smoke devices to disperse crowds in the street. The 12th street protest ended with six police officers injured and 217 protesters arrested. The Women’s March on Washington was a peaceful protest that took place one day after the inauguration and gained a number of followers since the original Facebook post that started the movement. The Women’s March was the biggest protest in the city with 200,000 registered attendees and more than 300,000 unregistered attendees. Many famous women marched with the protest, Amy Schumer, Chrissy Teigen, and Emma



rights," the March’s mission statement said. “The march on Washington to support women’s basic, human rights was one of the most empowering experiences of my life,” said Slevin, who attended the Women’s March in D.C. The Women’s March has been labeled as an antiTrump protest by the media and many twitter users. To this, Slevin said, “This march wasn’t entirely anti-Trump, it was pro-women’s rights, but because Trump has said so many terrible things about women, why would anyone marching support him and march at the same time?” Senior Kelly Fanning explained her reasons for attending the march, “I went to the march for a lot of different reasons,” Fanning said. “For me, it wasn’t about protesting Trump since I understand he is our presi-



environment, and protecting the rights of African Americans, immigrants, refugees, women, and anyone else who is afraid of what the presidency could do the them or their families.” “I went to the march because I have serious concerns with the new President and his administration,” explained senior Emily Morrow. “I marched because I, like many other men and women, was offended by the comments Trump made about women, African Americans, Muslims, Latinos, mentally disabled people, the LGBTQ+ community, etc., and I am concerned that this administration will not do them justice.” While marches and protests were televised and supported by many, there were others who did not agree with the marches. “The protests and marches will have a negative impact



will allow you to identify potential risks sooner and respond accordingly.” Abby Rudd, a student who took part in Degoosh’s drivers ed program, looks down on distracted driving. “A lot of people text while driving and a lot of my friends have been in accidents because of it,” Rudd said. “Most people don’t understand the risks unless it has happened to them.” It’s something that could end a life, distracted driving is no joke. Driving recklessly or distracted is something that can be ended with a simple fix: turn off technology or just simply focus on the road.



on Trump’s first few weeks because most of them, even if they weren’t meant to, had anti-Trump supporters involved in them,” said Ryan. “I saw that President Trump tweeted the other day commenting on the Women’s March saying he respected the rights of the people to demonstrate their beliefs, even if he doesn’t believe in them himself.” “I don’t have an opinion on the protests, but I don’t think they will impact the inauguration,” Brown said, “Trump knows what he wants to do.” “I don’t think the protests will affect the presidency at all,” Stevenson said. “He [Trump] will still do what he has planned without any hesitation.” The protestors who marched the week of the inauguration said they hoped to influence the new president by bringing their concerns to the forefront of his mind. While the Women’s March in D.C. was the largest, there were also women’s marches in France, Britain, and Kenya on the same day.
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Joey Moore’s Success in Model UN The club that takes on more than meets the eye By Katie Yeager Managing Editor



Do you know all about governmental policies and foreign affairs? Most people would have to answer no to that question, but not members of Model UN. Model UN, or MUN, has gotten increasing amounts of attention thanks to superstar delegate Joey Moore. Moore has earned the Kettle Run branch of the club numerous awards and has assisted at events to bring home certificates of achievement. Preparation for a model UN event takes time and effort. MUN sponsor Chad Wright acknowledges the hard work that all of the participants put in before a competition. “Model UN is much harder than many people think,” stated Wright. “The MidAtlantic Model UN circuit that Kettle Run Model UN competes on is known for being the most competitive in the United States. It has taken the Kettle Run Model United Nations Club 3 years to reach the current level of success that our team is earning. Therefore, it is difficult to earn awards at Model UN conferences.” However, this doesn’t stop the competitors and Mr. Wright from putting their best foot forward and putting in preparation efforts. “Mr. Wright helps us with the research and gives us links and resources,” explained junior Josh Rigby.



Photos by Kettle Run Model UN Twitter Junior Joey Moore has continually been successful and shined through the Model UN program. Moore has received several awards recently. “He always makes sure we’re prepared for every conference so that we can win awards and have fun. He also checks up with us throughout the weeks leading up to a conference to make sure we’re well prepared, and is just a great club sponsor.” Preparing for a conference takes a lot of individual work by the delegates as well. “I spend at least three to five hours preparing for a model UN event,” explained junior delegate Rachel Walker. “Mostly, I prepare through researching the topic the week before and then I write a paper on everything I learned.” A lot of the focus this year has been on junior delegate, Joey Moore who has filled a leadership role for the club. “Joey Moore has provided



T w i t t e r Shoutout



tremendous leadership to our Model UN club this year,” said Wright. “He is a valuable asset to our club as the Secretary-General of KRUNMUN.” Besides the rewarding experience of going to the competitions, Moore has won multiple awards single handedly, and contributed to multiple group awards as well. These awards include best delegate at the UVA conference, and outstanding delegate at a conference at UCLA. “A best delegate award means that you demonstrated outstanding public speaking skills and debated the situation with a degree of creativity and diplomacy,” explained Moore. “At UVA’s conference, VAMUN, there were around 1400 students, and 24 best delegate awards



were given.” Some of Moore's fellow clubmembers are proud of him for his outstanding work for the program. “To be a best delegate like Joey, it takes a lot of preparation, experience, and confidence in yourself,” said Walker. Model UN creates opportunities for its participants that are unique. Moore agrees with this and serves as a prime example as someone who has taken these to his advantage. “Joey’s travels and dedication is inspiring to the 30 members of Kettle Run Model United Nations,” explained Wright. “Joey is showing what is possible through the power of Model UN. Joey is well on his way to becoming our Best Delegate in the his-



tory of our club. I am glad he is a junior and that we have 1.5 years remaining of his leadership. I cannot wait to see what is next from this ambitious young man and our leader.” Moore also can’t wait to see what’s next. He is thankful for the experience this club has give him. “Model UN has given me many opportunities that I would have otherwise not gotten or experienced,” said Moore.” “I’ve met and stay in contact with many people in different countries, and have made relationships with people I would have otherwise never met. I was also recently selected for a journalism internship with a company related to Model UN that reaches over 750,000 people across the globe annually.”



Cause of the Month Save the Elephants



Elephants, worldwide, need your help. Elephant deaths are up, and experts suggest that if this continues, these animals coud be extinct by 2025. Every day, 96 elephants



are killed for their ivory. So, how can you help? Craigslist has a policy prohibiting ivory, but it doesn’t actively enforce it. Find and flag ivory products on the site to show them what



a problem this is. You can go even further by sending a letter to the Craigslist CEO asking him to actively enforce this ban. For more causes, check out www.dosomething.org



The Man, The Myth, The Legend



Follow @npullen8 on twitter This ad was paid for by Nathan Pullen
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The Legend Behind Mr. Scott Tester The man who can conduct the orchestra, band or choir By Gavin Zeamer Editor Scott Tester, originally from Sandusky, Ohio, has taught at multiple Fauquier schools for more than 30 years and has made quite an impression in the time he’s been around. Known for being struck by lightning three times, his near wild beard, and his incredible teaching skills, Tester is a gifted and intelligent teacher who encourages students to work hard. Tester is incredibly dedicated to his students both in and out of school. He tutors several of his students outside of school in his free time. Junior Sarina Harlow studied under Tester during her middle school career. “He taught me during sixth and seventh grade at Warrenton Middle School,” explained Harlow. “I thought he was a very good teacher, and a little crazy (in a good way). He taught me during my first year of playing the cello, and I learned a lot from him.” Sophomore Zachary Williams agrees that Tester has taught him well over the



photo from Jema Unger



Not only does Tester conduct orchestras, but his musical expertise extends to the Band and Chorus Programs as well. course of his musical career. “He's really nice and he tries really hard for us to succeed,” said Williams. “He takes what he does really really seriously and expects us all to take it seriously as well.” However, Tester’s legacy does not stop at his impeccable teaching capability. The man has miraculously survived being struck by lightning once, although many



of his students seem to have inflated that number quite a bit. Tester was working on cleaning up the flower beds in his yard as a surprise for his wife while he was staying home with a cold. A storm began to form and the wind began to howl. A lightning bolt hit a tree near him and inadvertently electrified him. “The world lit up,” recalled Tester. “There was a crack of



thunder - almost like a whip hitting a horse.” Tester has been loved by colleagues as well as his students to the extent that he was asked to come back and teach after his retirement. “I retired in 2013,” said Tester. “I was then asked to come back and teach at Kettle Run.” While students regard Tester with the utmost respect, many have built personable



relationships with him as well. “He’s basically my grandpa,” joked Williams. The extraordinary success of the orchestras that Tester has conducted is perfect evidence of the good relationships that he has created with his students while also pushing them to expand their musical knowledge and capability.



Guess Who? By Grace Small Staff Reporter



- This person is a teacher. - She has one daughter at the school. - Her favorite sport is pickle ball. - She has a dog named Pepin. - Her eyes are blue. If you think you know who this person is, stop by room 223 to submit your answer. The first person to accurately guess the person will receive a free hot chocolate pass from the library.



Concert Ticket Giveaway!



If you purchase a yearbook by March 1 and would like to be entered in a giveaway for SHAWN MENDES tickets, please stop by room 223 to enter. The concert will be August 19 at the Verizon Center is Washington, D.C. The drawing will take place on the morning announcements in March. 8
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Preparing Tomorrow’s Doctors Fact or Students gain experience in a new field Fiction



Ms. Kiser Culinary



HOSA provides an in-depth look at what the future holds for students interested in the medical field. Photo from Lori Rudolph. cially since it is only the sec- a lot out of the class,” said ju- Clouse said. ond year that I have taught nior Abbi Kane “Learning the anatomy and it,” said Rudolph. “We do sevJunior Catherine Boyd said, how the body works is my faeral different hands on proj- “I wanted to be a nurse since vorite part,” said senior Monects and activities. We have I was nine, and I felt like the tana Moser. made ‘blood’, a bone from class would be the perfect “My favorite part of the clay, replica of the digestive place for me to start.” class is definitely Mrs. Rusystem, as well as research Rudolph said the class is dolph; she’s so funny and laid based projects on the history a great class for any student back,” said freshman Jaidyn of medicine and various dis- that has a desire to go into Gurko.” eases and the systems and the medical field: doctor, “The debates and discusorgans that they affect. The nurse, pharmacy, research, sions that we have in class students also get 16 vocab etc. are what I like most,” said words every Monday with a “We do cover some delicate Rudolph. quiz on Friday.” subjects, so it is definitely for The Intro to Health and “I took the class because I a more mature student that Medicine class is the perfect want to be in the medical can handle the information,” class for any student who is field in the future, either as Rudolph added. interested in a medical caa nurse or as a surgeon,” said Junior Caleb Clouse en- reer. With the exciting projsenior Sarah Barlow. joys the class. “The projects ects to researching the his“The main reason that I are my favorite part because tory of health and medicine, took the class was because I they are very creative and this class is designed for want to study in the medical they are something that I someone who is interested in field, so I felt like I could get have never done before,” medical careers.



A Look Inside Academic Team



The sport that puts intellectual ability to the test By Chris Dodson Viewpoint Editor



If you are interested in going head to head against other schools by answering the top academic questions, then Academic Team is the sport for you. Academic Team is a sport where athletes train their brains and compete in academic competitions. The team competes through the VHSL, competing against schools in the area and throughout the state. English teacher Joe Golimowski is the head coach. Assistant coaches include English teacher Sam Weinblum, history teacher Alexander Stickler, and English teacher Caitlyn Faile. Together, these coaches train the players how to answer questions about a variety of subjects ranging from history to pop culture. “The Academic Team is an interscholastic competition that tests students knowledge in four main areas: social studies, English, math, and science; plus, they throw



in some popular culture questions to mix it up,” said Golimowski. The team often jokes about it’s status as a sport. “Mr Golimowki and I joke that it is a way for certain students to be athletic,” said Weinblum. “It is essentially a trivia team where students work in teams to answer a variety of questions.” The questions are not easy. Here is a sample question: “What Robert Frost poem ends with the narrator looking back on his life, repeating the phrase ‘And miles to go before I sleep.’” If you know the answer to this question, Mr. Golimowski wants to hear from you. Although only four members can compete at a time, players in the audience still have a great time. “It is a lot of fun,” said senior Wyatt Housely. “It feels really good competing against the schools, especially if it is an easy school.” “It is really special,” said senior Anastasia Nosal. “There are so many members on the team but only four



members are allowed to play during a game- so we answer questions when we are not supposed to and it’s a lot of fun.” “Meets are pretty fun. There’s a lot of camaraderie and the bus rides never get boring,” said junior Jakob Wine. “For us, the Protobowl is the biggest competition for Academic Team. Without it, our record would not be that good.” Players and coaches get nervous before a big match. “Going to a competition is a lot more daunting than I thought it would be,” said Weinblum. “People seem to think that it isn't as nerve wracking as a big football game or shooting a goal in lacrosse, but when you get to compete against another school, you see what your students know and how quickly they can come up with an answer.” Although players on the team joke about it being a sport, they understand why it is classified that way. “Academic Team is a sport because we compete against



other schools; we practice and we show off our mental skill. We show off what we have learned the same way that an athlete would show off what he has learned on the field,” said Golimowski. “Academic Team is a sport, just one with no athletic activity, lots of sitting, and a little tryharding,” said Wine “Of course Academic Team is a sport,” said Weinblum. “In fact, I’d say that it is more of a sport than football.” The Academic Team finished it’s season with ten wins and five losses. They were 1-2 in the conference. Although the season is over, the team will still be practicing. “We will continue to practice once the season is over in preparation for independent tournaments,” Golimowski said. “We plan on playing at the Mountain Vista tournament in March in Warrenton. There are two others that I would like to take a team or two. We also have been invited to appear again on Its Academic in the spring for the Central Virginia tournament.”



Maura Kate O’Hara Junior



1. I am friends with Chris Dodson 2. I am on the swim team 3. I drink water everyday 4. I have a tattoo of an angel wing 5. My hips don’t lie



Caleb James Sophomore



1. I am 16 2. I play soccer 3. I have lived in Texas 4. I am supposed to go to Liberty High School 5. I am 5’7’’ 2 is false 4 is false 3 is false



By Chris Dodson Editor If you are looking for a class that focuses on nursing and health, then the Intro to Health and Medicine class may be the class for you. This course introduces the student to a variety of healthcare careers and develops basic skills required in all health and medical sciences. It is designed to help students understand the key elements of the U.S. healthcare system and to learn basic healthcare terminology, anatomy and physiology for each body system throughout the course. Lori Rudolph, instructor of the class, talks about the ever changing nature of the class and some of the major projects they do. “It is always evolving espe-



1. This is my 31st year teaching. 2. I speak four languages 3. I am one of six children 4. I once lived on the islands of Azores 5. I love crime TV



If you are faculty, staff or a student, and would like to be featured in fact or fiction, send your name, picture, four facts and one lie about yourself to [email protected]. Make sure you indicate which one is not true.
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By Payton Fiel Staff reporter



1 “Going to Disney in March on the orchestra trip.” Julia Rocca Sophomore



2 “Listening to Travis Scott’s new album.” Antonio Rose Junior



3



4



1. Senior Bethany Cissell maneuvers through an obstacle course while on the Jazz Band Bermuda trip. Photo from Jema Unger 2. Senior Devyn Heron (right) and freshman Mateo Barreto (left) celebrate a successful cross country season. Heron qualified for States and set the school record in his final race as a Kettle Run Cougar. Photo by Hannah Nelius 3. Students were able to participate in a mock election that mirrored the results of what has become one of the most controversial elections in history. The student body and the country elected Donald Trump as the next POTUS. Photo by Shelly Norden 4. Senior Liz Keefer avoids a block and dribbles away from a Fauquier Falcon. Photo from yearbook



The Biggest Moments of Last Year This past year was one of highs and lows globally By Carly Herbert News Editor



“One year anniversary with my girlfriend on December 18.” Brendon Williams Sophomore



“Dabbing.” Peter Nosal Freshman
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The year 2016 was big on a global scale. From politics to pop culture, 2016 was a year of wins and losses for politicians, athletes, and celebrities alike. For months, the presidential election was watched, analyzed, and criticized not only by U.S. citizens, but people around the world. They watched as presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump campaigned across the country and, ultimately, watched live as president-elect, at the time, Trump won the votes of the Electoral College. Two weeks before the election, the mock election predicted the outcome of the real election. Students voted for Trump over Clinton. As for sports, the Summer Olympics took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil with U.S. athletes bringing home a to-



tal of 121 medals. Along with many medal wins, fans celebrated nationally as their favorite teams won annual competitions here in the United States. For the first time in 108 years, the Chicago Cubs won the World Series. Science teacher Tammy Hagan’s brother was able to experience that win first hand. Hagan’s brother was the lead athletic trainer for the team. Here, at Kettle Run, some big things happened. The marching band received a superior rating at the Virginia Band and Orchestra Directors Association (VBODA) marching assessment. This is the eighth time in nine years that the marching band has earned the highest ranking that a band can hold. In sports, senior Devyn Heron broke Kettle Run’s cross country record at the state meet. “I started running cross country freshman year,” said



Heron. “During cross country season I train five days a week and six if I don’t have a meet. It honestly felt great because it’s what all my years of cross country lead up to, and I really wanted to surpass Connery. When I saw the time when I crossed [the finish line] I knew I did it. It felt great after having a bad season last year.” Coach Ellen Allen made a comeback to coaching basketball, leading the girls basketball team into this winter season. Coach Charles Porterfield joined the staff as the head coach for Varsity Football as well as a physical education teacher. In other news, Principal Major Warner received the Rolling Tide award for his hard work and dedication to Kettle Run and its students. This is the first time that the award was given to an administrator. Kettle Run also earned the ranking as one of the top



100 schools in Virginia. The newspaper, The Chronicle, was awarded trophy class, the highest honor a newspaper can receive in the state of Virginia and the yearbook was named by the ASPA as one of the top yearbooks in the country. As for the biggest trends, the Mannequin Challenge, water bottle flipping, and the Pokemon Go app captured many students. “As of right now, I would say that the most memorable 2016 trend was the water bottle flipping and the Mannequin Challenge,” said sophomore Anna Cottrell. This year was also the last year of the Sydney Davies Leukemia Walk for Awareness, as Davies would have been a senior this year. As 2016 finally came to a long-awaited close, people headed into 2017 with the same hope as they did in this past year.
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The Worst of 2016 By Payton Fiel Staff eporter



1



“Geometry.” Ryan Yates Freshman



2



3



1. Students “dab” during their lunch shift. Photo by Joseph Fisher 2. Sophomore Madison Slevin attempts to flip a water bottle. Photo by Erin Hogge 3. Yearbook students Lizzy Morris and Elizabeth Thompson participate in a Mannequin Challenge during class. Photo from Yearbook 4. Sophomores Payton Fiel and Harper Crater dance the “Juju” dance to “Juju on That Beat.” The dance was created after the song became popular. Photo by Erin Hogge



2016 Trends Become 2017 Norms



“Losing my license because of reckless driving.” Brennan Harris Senior



Bottle-flipping spreads nationwide to teenagers By Joseph Fisher Staff Reporter Hold still! No, literally, don’t move. That’s what everyone’s doing in the Mannequin Challenge, the newest trend to take America’s youth by storm. This is just is the latest fad in a 2016 full of hip, new moves. Dabbing, the “Juju on that Beat” dance, and the Water Bottle Challenge are just two of the other crazes that shook the world in 2016. Let’s take a look back at this year’s trends. The most recent teen tendency to take over was the Mannequin Challenge. For this challenge, someone takes a video of people standing still as if they’ve been frozen in time. Starting last November, The Mannequin Challenge is still going strong. “Some of the Mannequin Challenges are really impressive and look like time stopped,” said freshman Zach Pursell. “It shows how much people want attention



on social media.” The Mannequin Challenge isn’t all fun and games. Senior Maddie Basye agrees that it’s hard work to complete the challenge successfully. “In yearbook class, we had to plan our positions, find a camera person, and reshoot multiple times since people kept laughing,” said Basye. The “Juju” dance exploded after the song performed by Zay Hilfigerrr and Zayion McCall and its companion dance rose to the top of the Billboard charts in early fall. American teens have been dancing to “Juju on That Beat” ever since. Many upload their impressive moves to Youtube. “The song and dance are really catchy,” said senior Chris Harmon. “But it gets annoying after a while.” The “dab” is pictured above. Simply put your head in your arm like you’re coughing and extend the other arm in the same direction. “Dabbing” originated in the Atlanta hiphop scene, but exploded onto the scene after sports stars



like Cam Newton and LeBron James celebrated good plays with it. Dabbing is now a common way to show off. Teens often dab after making a scathing remark or performing something well. “When you dab, it means that you’re showing off your greatness and asserting your dominance,” said senior Will Sowards. The water bottle challenge was another huge trend of 2016. Last spring, a video of a North Carolina high schooler flipping a water bottle and landing it vertically at a talent show went viral. The Water Bottle Challenge then became a national practice. Kettle Run was no different. The challenge was a big hit here. This summer, senior Jacob Mattson landed a bottle onto a balcony from the ground while on vacation. Students shared the video of his ludicrous feat and Mattson earned fame in the Kettle Run community. “I just went for it, and when I did it, it was just crazy and



totally unexpected,” Mattson said. Depending on the audience, these trends are not always appropriate or impressive. Members of the previous generations tend to look down on these young trends as lacking creativity. “Kids need to come up with their own celebrations,” Athletic Director Paul Frye said of dabbing. “Lead, follow, or get out of the way.” The Water Bottle Challenge can be even more annoying if done repeatedly. “I find it annoying,” Physical Education teacher Joanie DeGoosh said. “Kids do it in my class and I just want those bottles to burst!” Peers also get annoyed. “[The Water Bottle Challenge] is getting old and we should stop doing it,” junior Sean Settle said. These historic trends gave us a lot of fun times in 2016. But just make sure you keep these to informal situations. Your boss may not appreciate your dabbing skills or bottle precision as much as your friends.



“Getting a concussion and being home-bound freshman year.” Gracie Baessler Sophomore



“David Bowie dying.” Tristan Brown Sophomore
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Eat Go With the Flow: Guys With Long Hair This, Not Long hair is a traditional staple of female beauty, but not anymore That By Brandon JamesLabranche



French fries contain half the fat and calories and more fiber than potato chips. French fries contain water, fill you up faster, and taste awesome!



The grilled chicken sandwich is healthier than other sandwiches with fewer calories, sugar, sodium and more protein because it is not fried.



By Nathan Pullen Sports Editor “Hey nice flow man,” is a comment that every guy with long hair yearns to hear. It is the ultimate sign of respect within the hair community. Flow is most well known from hockey and lacrosse players, but it has spread like wildfire throughout the athletic community. Athletes of all sports enjoy a nice head of hair nowadays, but is it a long lasting style, or just a quick trend observed by our generation? Guys decide to grow out their hair for different reasons, ranging from style to religious reasons. The most common reason seems to be for sports though. The term flow seemed to originate in the sports of hockey and lacrosse, but it has slowly been making it’s way into baseball and everyday lingo. “Flow is just gnarly,” said junior Travis Brown, “I really don’t want to cut it until I graduate; it’s just too luscious for that.” “I used to have it when I was little,” said junior Trevor Dezzutti, “It looks so good with everything.”



photo by Noel Washington



Noah Goines is one of several athletes sporting long hair this year. Flow takes commitment way too hot during lacrosse A poll that ran on The that some people with short season.” There are mixed Chronicle @ Kettle Run’s or “normal “ hair just don’t emotions on men’s long hair Twitter showed that it all understand, but just like from the woman’s perspec- depends on the guy. the sun sets, all great things tive. Twenty one percent of parmust come to an end, even “One of my favorite quali- ticipants said that long hair flow. ties in guys is when they is attractive, while 25 per“I’ve been growing it for have long hair,” said junior cent said it’s not. about a year,” said Dezzutti, Amanda Yessler. “I love Over half of the voters said “I don’t want to cut it for a when they put it in a bun or that it depends, so the only long time.” thing that the poll showed when it gets curly.” “I haven’t cut my hair for “Personally, I find long hair was that if you can pull off seven months,” said junior to be attractive on guys,” said flow, let it grow, but if not, Robert Barr, “It’s going to be junior Abby Schefer. “If it’s you might need to spend a difficult, but I think that I’m well maintained, they can little more money at the going to cut it soon. It gets pull it off.” barbershop.



Do Kettle Run Teachers Know Slang?



We put their knowledge to the test and here’s what they said...



By Brandon JamesLabranche



DIY
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What the terms really mean. . .



By Alexis Eck



Curve- to be rejected



1. Poke hole in the top of box. Cut twine and pull both ends through the hole, then tie a knot in the inside of the box to form a loop 2. Cut wide strips off bottom of crepe paper folds, fringe each strip, fill your piñata and place the lid on top. Starting at the bottom of the top of your box, run a line of glue horizontally across the box and for your fringe, trim at the end, continue doing this until you have covered the whole box 3. Cut your message and glue on Supplies: Cardboard Heart Boxes, Awl, String, Glue, Crepe Paper Folds, Red Felt



Friend zone- one person Ms. Campbell



Ms. McGilvery



Ms. Young



History



Library Assistant



History



OTP “original timed punch”



OTP “One true pairing”



OTP “On the Prowl”



Ship “people in a relationship”



Ship “To travel”



Ship “In a relationship”



Friend zone “Not date them”



Friend zone “A group of



Friend zone “want a rela-



Curve “Going around a corner”



friends”



tionship but they say no”



Curve “A change in plan”



Curve “to avoid someone”



Give Your Brain a Break



Stressed about school? Use these tips! By Jack Tessier



Stressed about school work? Try washing the dishes. You may try to avoid this chore in your everyday life, but it has many therapeutic benefits. First, everyone will be happy to have clean dishes, and your self esteem will boost as well as your sense of accomplishment. Furthermore, studies show if you wash mindfully, meaning put your full attention on it, this will also relieve previous stress.



If a task is taxing on the mind, keeping your brain focused on it doesn’t help. Instead, leaving the task to do a monotonic activity will allow your brain to restart. So next time you find yourself staring at a bunch of numbers that make no sense, take up a rag and scrub! Not a fan of washing the dishes? Get up and move around! An easy way to release tension is to exercise. Whether its swimming laps or running a mile or two, exercise helps your brain



release endorphins, which cause a sense of relaxation. Exercise reduces the body’s stress hormone levels, and increases the number of endorphins, the human body’s natural painkillers that help improve moods, produced. Exercise and washing the dishes are only two ways to relieve stress in a short amount of time. Next time you’re feeling stressed use these tips to improve your productiveness and relieve your stress!



wants to be in relationship but the other says no. Ship- “ship” a couple means to have an affinity for it in one way or another OTP- One true pairing



Yearbooks are selling out quickly! Don’t forget to buy one at www.jostens.com Prices go up soon!
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The Dangers of Binge Watching



The issues that come with excessive watching By Chris Dodson Viewpoint Editor



Sit down, turn on your favorite show and escape. Netflix has changed the way people are watching television. Netflix was first founded in 1997 as a DVD mail service. It has since evolved into a streaming giant, getting access to the top television shows and films such as “Breaking Bad,” “The Office,” and “The Walking Dead,” in addition to creating its own content such as “Orange Is The New Black,” “Stranger Things,” and “House of Cards.” Netflix has also released a feature of the mobile app, allowing users to download shows onto their phones and watch without using their data. Netflix has around 86 million active users from around the world, with the biggest portion of those users being from the Unites States. Binge watching is defined as watching two or more episodes in one sitting. According to the Journal of the American Heart Association, this can lead to health problems such as heart problems, diabetes, and obesity due to sitting down for long periods of time, as well as becoming addicted to the streaming



By Payton Fiel



photo by Rutger Scott



Watching Netflix in class has proved to be a huge distraction. service. The amount of tv watched each day varies per student. “I watch around two to three hours of television everyday,” said junior Alex LaFleur. “It depends on the day,” said senior Jesus Vega. “Some days I can only watch 30 minutes, but days where I do not have anything to do, I usually watch around 7 episodes.” Senior Justin Jansen gave a surprising answer. “None,” said Jansen. “I just don’t really have the time to sit down and watch Netflix.” With kids spending more and more time watching television, they are having less and less time to go out



and exercise. According to a study published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine. Every four hours that is spent binge watching could lead to a 15 percent increase of death from a chronic disease, and adults who spent more than seven hours watching television had a 47 percent increase of early death. Students have mixed feelings about how much tv is too much. “Netflix is really addicting; I believe that students spend more time watching it than working on their homework,” said junior Maura Kate O’Hara. “The new ability to download shows is just going to make it worse.”



“I don’t think it’s that bad,” said senior Sam Ewold. “Some people need to let off some steam and if this is the way they do that, then they should be allowed to do that.” “I do not see a real problem with it,” said senior Hunter Florence. “It’s really a self control thing. You just have to know when a good time to stop is.” Since Netflix has become a streaming giant, other companies like Hulu and HBO have created their own streaming services to compete against Netflix, with their own exclusive content. Some states have considered taxing streaming sites, but at this time, no tax has been added.



Bored during the winter? Try out these fun activities! If you’re tired of the cold weather, you’re not alone. During the winter months there are many activities that can keep students busy. For students who prefer to be outside, there are activities such as skiing, snowboarding, and ice skating to experience. There are also indoor options such as Muse Paintbar in Gainesville Virginia that offer activities. Kettle Run students enjoy an array of different outdoor activities. Recently the Northern Fauquier Community Park ice rink opened. In order for the rink to open there needs to be 3 to 4 consecutive days of below freezing weather. When the weather is conducive the staff will ensure the rink is made available to the public. Skating is free and the staff hopes in the future to be able to rent out skates for five dollars. Residents are more than welcome to bring their own as they have limited pairs. The Northern Fauquier Community Park Facebook page will give you the most recent



Where Are They Now?



Local Activities for the Cold Months By Sarina Harlow Sports Editor



January 2017



updates about the ice skating rink. The staff will post regularly when they anticipate the rink being open to the public and provide more information in regards to the hours the rink will be available. Even though Wintergreen and Whitetail Ski Resort may be quite a distance from Fauquier County, junior Kristin Delclos thinks the trip is worth it. “I snowboard at Wintergreen and Whitetail,” Delclos said. “I enjoy everything about snowboarding.” Indoor activities can be just as fun as outdoor activities. Muse Paintbar in Gainesville offers a unique and modern twist to indoor activities. All public sessions about Muse Paint bar are found at musepaintbar.com. Everyone is welcome to join. The prices and times are listed on each calendar day. The picture you see online is the picture everyone paints. It is instructor based and they have an assist walking around. After attending a surprise birthday party at Muse Paintbar in Gainesville, VA senior Jenna Rowell comments on how much fun she



Emily Yergin Shenandoah University What is your major? “Business with a minor in Sports Management.” How is your first year of college? “My first year at SU is going better than I could have expected. I thought it would be very challenging to manage soccer and school, but there are so many resources and people that are available to make it a lot less stressful. Hands down, my favorite parts of college is the freedom that comes with it and the soccer team. It is unbelievable how close we all got so fast, and I consider most of them my best friends.” What is your advice for seniors applying to college now? “Develop strong time management skills and get involved with campus life because that will help you meet new people and form friendships a lot easier.” What do you miss most about Kettle Run? “Seeing my friends on a daily basis and the sports programs.” By Logan Morris



Will Morris NOVA



A group paints a sunset at ville. had. “Sunday, the 8, I went to celebrate Mary, Emily, and Claire Trotto’s 18 birthday. We threw them a surprise party and then painted a sunset painting. The workers were really nice and helped us plan the surprise, and we actually pulled off the classic hiding, jumping, and screaming “surprise!” The closest ski resorts to Fauquier County are Bryce Ski Resort and Massanutten Ski Resort. “I have gone snowboarding in Massanutten, and the



photo from Catherine Schefer



Muse Paint Bar in Gainesthing I like about it the most is the adrenaline rush, I just get really excited and I love shredding the gnar,” said junior Andrew Richmond. If you enjoy staying in on a cold day, snuggle up with a book or watch a movie! If you like the cold but do not want to leave home go outside and take a walk with a friend. Many people find fun and adventure in winter outdoor activities. But some may still find comfort and relaxation staying at home to fight the cold.



What’s your major? “I have not declared a major yet. I am looking into marketing or journalism and hope to transfer to Liberty University next year.” How is your first year of college? “My first year of college was a big transition. I have also been working and that is helping a lot.” What is your advice for seniors applying for colleges now? “Don’t procrastinate. Send out as many college applications as you can and get scholarship money.” What do you miss most about Kettle Run? “What I miss most about Kettle Run was the school spirit everyone had and how welcoming everyone is. Most of all, football.”
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10 Cloverfield Lane, a Must See This sci-fi thriller earns a score of 9/10 By Ian Fraser Staff Reporter



The Memory of Things by Gae Polisner: The morning of September 11, 2001, sixteen-yearold Kyle Donohue watches the first Twin Tower crash down from the window of his high school. Seconds later, frightened and escaping home to safety across the Brooklyn Bridge, he stumbles across a girl hiding in the shadows, covered in ash, and wearing a pair of costume wings. Alone on that day, Kyle makes the instantaneous decision to bring the mysterious girl home.



Throne of Glass by Sarah J. Maas: An 18-year-old assassin is dragged before the Crown Prince after serving a year in the salt mines of Endovier for her crimes. He offers her one condition for her freedom: to act as his champion in a competition to find a new royal assassin. If she wins, she’ll serve the kingdom for four years and then be granted her freedom. But soon, her opponents start turning up dead, one after another after another.



All We Have Left by Wendy Mills: Now: Her older brother dying in the September 11th attacks, and her dad filling their home with anger and grief, sixteen-year-old Jesse is used to the haunting of her past. But when Jesse gets involved with the wrong crowd, she ruins her life with one brief hateful decision. The journey to make amends forces Jesse to face her past and reveals the truth about how her brother died. Then: It’s 2001 and sixteenyear-old Alia is proud to be a Muslim. When she goes to confront her father in the Twin Towers about respecting her choices; she gets trapped inside during attack.



14



A woman packs her bags, leaves a house key and engagement ring behind, and sets out to an unknown destination. While on the way a man named Ben calls her, he begs her to come back, “This isn’t going to solve anything,” he begs. Distracted by the phone call, she loses control of her car and the screen blackens. The woman wakes up in a windowless room, tied to a mattress on the floor with a brace on her injured leg. A man walks in carrying a tray of food. The man explains to the woman that they are in his survivalist bunker under his farmhouse; he says that there has been attack above and that they’ll need to stay in the bunker until everything dies down. As he leaves, he looks behind him and tells the woman, “By the way, my name is Howard.” “10 Cloverfield Lane,” Dan Trachtenberg’s psychological thriller, sets itself in an apparent post-apocalyptic, underground bunker under a farmhouse. The main character, Michelle, runs away from



Poster Courtesy Paramount Pictures



her fiancé and is involved in a car accident. She is saved by a man named Howard, who owns and built the bunker that he takes Michelle into. Howard tells her that a poisonous gas has been released upon the world, leaving all of humanity in ruins. Has Howard saved Michelle from a chemical fallout? Is Howard a psychopath that has taken Michelle hostage? It’s up to Michelle to figure out the truth and, if necessary, escape… The movie is a low-budget indie film for fans of sciencefiction thrillers with a psychological basis around it.



The film was created on a budget of just $15 million, which, in comparison to many of the different movie budgets in the last decade, is a very cheap budget. The film constantly flips tones of coarse tensions to abrupt, soft humor. One moment, Howard has a ragefueled tantrum, and the very next scene, they are dancing and laughing along to Howard’s jukebox. It is intelligent to insert tension, as well as remove tension, at the times it’s necessary to the progression of the plot. The film’s ending was a bit



controversial; many people enjoy the ending, while many others didn’t care for the movie’s ending. The movie was required to stay mysterious throughout the entire time in order to make the ending a surprise. It’s for this reason that the script was required to stay as simple as it is, all the while giving the impression that there is something the audience isn’t being told. If you are a fan of sciencefiction films that keep you on the edge of your seat, making you constantly ask questions, this movie is the one for you. 9/10.



Sixth Sense Director Has New Thriller



Classic horror film is an all time favorite By Jack Tessier Staff Reporter



With M. Night Shyamalan’s new movie Split having come to theaters January 20, some are re-watching what many consider the best movie of his career, The Sixth Sense. Shyamalan is most notable for his twist endings and excellent camera shots, and this thriller is no exception. In this movie, Bruce Willis (Die Hard, Unbreakable) plays Dr. Malcolm Crowe, a child psychologist who is intent on helping a troubled eleven-year-old boy, who is played by Haley Joel Osment (Forrest Gump, A.I. Artificial Intelligence). The boy, Cole Sear, later reveals that he sees ghosts everywhere he goes. As Crowe helps Cole adjust to life with his ability, including his relationship with his mother played by Toni Collette, Crowe struggles to fix his broken relationship with his wife Anna, who is played by Olivia Williams. The movie moves quickly from start to finish with excellent cinematography that keeps the audience at the edge of their seats. Haley Joel Osment stole the show with his stellar performance as Cole Sear. It’s not



easy to get a major part in a movie as an 11-year-old, and then to do such an amazing job with it is incredible. Cole’s character development, is perhaps, one of the best of many movies. Obviously, he’s constantly frightened by walking dead people, some with very grisly looks, and some that even talk directly to him. On the other hand, there’s some level of maturity that Cole needs to even live a remotely normal life. He doesn’t have a normal childhood; instead, he grows up pretty quickly and understands death better than most people. One cool thing that Cole seems to do on his own is build a shrine to saints and Jesus and prays to them, believing that they will protect him against the evil spirits. Most 11-year-olds who have to go to church can’t stand it, but for Cole his faith seems to be his only thread of hope. The turning point in the movie is when Cole says the chilling words, “I see dead people.” He explains that “they don’t know that they’re dead” and they’re “everywhere.” At this point in the movie, the audience first sees what Cole sees, and it’s creepy. Soon after this happens, Dr. Crowe listens to



a tape of one of his old patients, and he now realizes that this boy, Vincent Grey, had the same ability and had kept it to himself. Vincent ended up committing suicide as an adult, and Crowe, from then on, considered himself a failure. After realizing what was really wrong with Vincent, Crowe’s goal is to redeem himself through helping Cole. He tells Cole that maybe all the ghosts are coming to him because they need help. Cole decides to take his advice when he meets a girl named Kyra. After helping Kyra solve her problem, her spirit is released from the land of the living. Another major plot in the movie is Dr. Crowe’s relationship with his wife Anna. I feel this could’ve been expanded on more throughout the film to put a bigger emphasis on how this seemingly failing relationship affected his life and the decisions he made. The best scene to show their relationship is when he meets her for dinner. This, the first scene, and the last scene are the only three scenes that I liked regarding this specific plot point. While these three scenes are some of the best of the whole mov-



ie, more could’ve been done to make it even better. Another point in the movie that I didn’t like as much was when Cole was being bullied. It seemed too much for one boy to endure and makes the audience more upset at the movie than sad at Cole’s circumstances. However, it also adds more emotion to the times when Cole is alone. All in all, this movie is very good. The camera shots are excellent, the acting is top notch, and the plot is fast paced and thought-provoking. This is a great movie for an audience who likes a good thrill while not being overly dark or scary. The message is hopeful - that second chances are possible and don’t dwell on death and sadness when life is worth living. This movie receives a 10/10 for the points I have given. I recommend this movie if you are a fan of thrillers or good cinema. To be honest, it is not too scary, unless one is easily frightened. The film has become quite the cultural phenomenon and at the time of its release, it was both financially and critically successful. Perhaps Shyamalan can pull the same magic with his newest horror film, Split.
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A Boy With A Dream: Joseph Spitz Local guitar hero single-handedly conquers Earth By Nathan Pullen Sports Editor



A local boy with a dream, and a guitar. If you know Joe Spitz, you know that’s exactly what he is. Joe plays guitar as a hobby, but he hopes to make more out of the skill in the future. Like many great musicians, Spitz was exposed to music at a young age. “I originally started playing guitar in second grade,” said Spitz. “My grandmother got me a guitar for my birthday and I took lessons for about a year. I didn’t have much interest in it, and the little that I had ran out fast.” Spitz took a brief, four year, hiatus. “In sixth grade, I remember seeing music videos on Youtube and wishing that I could do what the famous musicians were doing, so I decided to find my old guitar and try it out again,” Spitz said. After giving up once, Spitz’s parents were understandably questionable about his “rediscovered passion.” “After four or so months of practicing for around five hours a day, my mom finally started to believe that I really was passionate about it.



Photo Courtesy Nathan Pullen



Spitz began playing the guitar in the second grade. He has since performed at many venues. After getting a new guitar for Christmas that year, I became even more motivated to keep progressing and be serious about playing guitar.” Spitz has been part of a number of musical groups including the Kettle Run Jazz Band and the Kettle Run Band program, in which he plays the saxophone. His musical career is not confined to school activities though;



Spitz has also been part of multiple bands outside of school. The bands play venues like graduation parties and local restaurants. “My most recent band broke up in August, but prior to that, we were playing one or two times a month. All of the band member had their own things going on so playing concerts more often than that was close to impossible.”



Spitz has high aspirations for his musical future, both in his last years of high school and in college. “I have taken multiple terms of music theory and band,” said Spitz, “not necessarily because I enjoy it, but because I realized that if I wanted to make music my career, I would have to gain as much musical experience as possible. Music theory taught me how music works and band helped me read music. Even though both classes barely sparked my interest, they helped me with my guitar skills. I hope to make playing the guitar a career, and learning about music is completely necessary for that, no matter how boring it may be.” Spitz turned his hobby into a passion, and hopes to turn his passion into a career. He is doing what he loves. “It’s my stress reliever” said Spitz. “I don’t know how I ever lived without it.” Spitz continues to live out his dream of being a guitar master at the age of 16. He hopes to one day go big in the music industry. For now, he will have to rock out on the small stages of the Northern Virginia area.
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What’s on Your Netflix Queue? By Grace Small



“Gilmore Girls” Eliana Castro Junior



“Brickleberry” Keith White Sophomore



Joanne by Lady Gaga is a Must Buy



GaGa to perform new hits at Super Bowl halftime By Emma Gray Staff Reporter



Joanne is Lady Gaga’s newest personal release since 2013. The Pop/Alternative album was released in October 2016. This record is her sixth studio album since the birth of Gaga’s professional career in 2001. Her background in the music industry started when she was 19 and in college. She attended the New York University Tisch School of the Arts, but dropped out, to pursue her musical career as a singer/songwriter. Noticed by singer, Akon, for her talents, he signed her on Interscope Records in the mid-late 2000’s. She released her first full length album, The Fame, in 2008. She went on to release her second studio album the following year after her debut album. She took two years to perfect her Born this Way album and remained dormant with her releases until 2013 and her latest album Joanne in October 2016. Joanne is an album with a diverse overall sound. It contains upbeat pop queen anthems, some slower somber songs to connect with the artist and some catchy



tunes. The theme isn’t like a concept record type theme, it feels like she has found a sound that she holds a genuine love for and benefits from producing songs that she approves of on her albums. The tracks that shine over the other tracks are “A-YO,” “Million Reasons,” and “Hey Girl (feat. Florence Welch).” They are all so different, but they are the types of songs that make an album whole. The second track of the album, “A-YO,” begins as a nostalgic pop song, and reverts back to Gaga’s early pop anthems. This upbeat tune would be a beneficial addition to anybody’s playlist, especially music-lovers who love to get up and dance. The seventh track, “Million Reasons,” focuses on Gaga’s vocals while utilizing a piano and an electric acoustic guitar. This song speaks directly to the challenges and hardships of love, and Gaga’s voice adds a beautiful amount of true emotion to the song which inspires listeners to keep this song on repeat. The tenth track on the record, “Hey Girl” (feat. Florence Welch), is a very funk type piece in which Florence Welch brings her unique voice to add an original



twist. The two of their voices combined shows the power behind the two voices, this track displays the raspiness of Florence’s more to the alto side-voice with it merging with Gaga’s more soprano voice. This track definitely shows the drastic difference between the two sounds, but they compliment each other beautifully. The overall record is really solid and simply a great album. The diversity among each and every song is phenomenal. Some of the songs are similar in the writing style but show the overall contrast of tones and moods. The song quality of the entire record is recognizably incredibly and contributes to the stand-out quality of this album. This album sets up Gaga for her upcoming revival after being dormant for several years. The only downside to this new revival is that in order to make a flawless album, the artist must tell a story throughout the album. This doesn’t mean make it into a concept record. When making a concept record, the story simply helps the listener relate to the artist more, and helps them adapt the meanings and expressions portrayed through the



lyrics and tones into their own lives. The track ”Hey Girl (feat. Florence Welch) doesn’t help create that relation to the album. This song doesn’t help to solidify the album into being a whole Gaga record. A strong lyric that stands out is from the song “Million Reasons” “I try to make the worst seem better… I’ve got a hundred million reasons to walk away, But baby, I just need one good one to stay” This shows the listener that she has so many reasons to give up but one thing in her life gives her strength to carry on. This album is different from the others in the Alternative Pop/Pop genre. Every track is different than the last, the same goes for other albums in this genre, meaning no other album can give off the same vibes as this one does. In the end this album would receive a 8/10 rating. This is a great album, but some things can be done differently that would have made it this a better record in the end. In all honesty this is a phenomenal record but in some tracks it doesn’t evoke that traditional Gaga feeling and vibe.



“House of Cards” Britt Helou Sophomore



Upcoming Concerts By Emma Gray



DC: February 7 AFI @ 7:00 in the 9:30 Club Everytime I Die and Knocked Loose @ 7:00 in the Rock and Roll Hotel February 14 Rick Astley @ 7:00 in the 9:30 Club Maryland: February 3 DNCE with The Skins @ 8:00 in the Baltimore Soundstage February 10 Sara Evans @ 8:00 in the Roland Powell Convention Center Virginia: February 9 August Burns Red @ 7:00 in The National
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Injury of the Who Said Cougars Can’t Swim? Month Swimmers are dominating in the water this season



By Emma Gray Staff reporter Athletic trainers are hard at work keeping our athletes safe. This month, the most common injury they are treating is the tear of the MCL of the knee. MCL is the Medial Collateral Ligament of the knee. These are the ligaments that keep the knee compact. So far, there are four athletes suffering MCL injuries. Two are on the wrestling team and the other two are on the boys basketball teams; one being on JV the other on varsity. Head athletic trainer Natalie Campbell said that tearing an MCL is more common than tearing an ACL. “Most of these injuries are caused by contact sports,” Campbell said. “Sports like soccer, volleyball, basketball, wrestling and etc.” Campbell said she’s only seen one of these injuries that has required surgery in her career. Most can be healed with utilizing R.I.C.E. (Rest; Ice; Compression; Elevation) and some light stretching. “ Some symptoms of MCL tearing are heavy bruising, pain surrounding the ligament and significant swelling to the injury site,” Campbell said.



By Erin Hogge Managing Editor As the season progresses, the Cougars are swimming their way into school history. The co-ed varsity swim team has won the majority of its five meets this season with only 34 swimmers on the roster. This is the first season with a new coach for some of the swimmers, though many know Cherie Adair from her other head coaching positions. Adair coaches for the local Chestnut Forks Swim Club summer league and for the Nation’s Capital Swim Club. Adjusting to another style of coaching can be difficult for any athlete, but this transition has gone smoothly according to junior Alaycia Smith. “It’s [practice] harder but we learn more in depth about our strokes and about our form,” said Smith. “She’s really helpful with that. She actually brought in her iPad and filmed our starts and turns so we could really see what we needed to work on. But it’s definitely harder; we do a lot more challenging sets.” Although the five practices per week are tough, Smith enjoys the positive energy Adair has created within the team. “She’s [Adair] really good at interacting with us. She’s like a friend to us,” said Smith. “She’s super fun and actually gets to know us.” Some of the female swimmers have managed to break records from previous seasons for individual events. In an email Adair wrote, “We have had four school records broken so far.” The records broken were the women’s 200 freestyle, 500 freestyle, and 100 butterfly by freshman Erin Ker-
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Senior Nick Fallows is the boy’s team captain this year and has made state-cuts in the 50 freestyle and 100 butterfly. rigan and the women’s 100 ward to their last few meets. Tanner Smith, 200 I.M., 200 freestyle by sophomore Cait“I believe we are going to freestyle, and 100 breastlyn Adair. have a very successful post- stroke; Nick Fallows, 50 free“I see a few more being bro- season,” wrote Adair. “The style and 100 butterfly; Jake ken at States,” wrote Adair. team has been training ex- Heenan, 100 backstroke; With 11, year-round swim- tremely well. They come in Caitlyn Adair, 100 freestyle; mers, dominating in the wa- excited, work hard, and chal- Erin Kerrigan, 200 freestyle, ter, the team was on its way lenge themselves every day. I 500 freestyle, and 100 butto the Conference 22 meet. also believe we have quite a terfly. Under the previous head few swimmers that will most The relay teams that have coach, Angie Smith, the likely make the top eight at state-qualifying times are women’s team won the Con- State finals. Their hard work as follows: Boys 200 medley, ference title in the 2015-2016 will pay off!” 200 freestyle, and 400 freeseason. Even as the new Ten swimmers have made style consisting of swimmers head coach this year, Adair a combined 14 state-cuts in Jake Heenan, Garrett Finan, was looking for a first place both individual events and Nick Fallows, Tanner Smith, finish from both of her teams. relay teams. Parker Webb, and Andy “Unfortunately, we have “I believe we will qualify Whitted. Girls 200 medley not swum against Freedom the girls 200 freestyle relay and 400 freestyle consisting High School, so I do not know and a few more individual of swimmers Caitlyn Adair, how their team looks,” wrote events from Andy Whitted Molly Maranto, Erin KerriAdair. “Our girls beat John and Caitlyn Adair,” wrote gan, and Ally Baccus. Champe, Fauquier, and Lib- Adair. “We also have a great The post-season began with erty so I am very hopeful for opportunity to send a few a third place finish for the another conference champi- more swimmers who will boys team and a second place onship.” qualify at Regionals because finish for the girls team. The The Cougar swimmers fin- the top 10 go to States.” Regional meet is at 4 p.m. ished their regular season The swimmers who have on February 11 at James on January 21 at Manassas made state-cuts so far are Madison University. The 4A Park High School against as follows: Garrett Finan, VHSL State meet is at 7 a.m. Brentsville and Liberty. The 200 Individual Medley, 100 on February 14 at SwimRVA swimmers are looking for- freestyle, and 100 butterfly; in Richmond.



Which Team Do You Think will Win? Atlanta vs. New England



By Nathan Pullen Sports Editor



“Atlanta Falcons”



“Atlanta Falcons”



“Atlanta Falcons”



“Atlanta Falcons”



“New England Patriots”



Trevor Yergey Freshman



Keith White Sophomore



Drew Nowland Sophomore



Thomas Harding Junior



Lizzy Morris Junior



Super Bowl LI will be played on Sunday, February 5, 6:30 PM. The game will be aired on FOX. Lady GaGa will perform at halftime.
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Boys Basketball Has Best Season Ever Athlete



Team’s chances at post season run look promising By Reuben Brown Editor The boys’ basketball team is having one of its best seasons ever. The team has crushed almost every opponent they have come across. Head coach Troy Washington is thrilled the success of his team this season. “The losses we have had have been few but hard,” Washington said. “As long as we keep trying hard, we will be unstoppable.” “We’ve been successful because we are trusting each other and playing really well together,” senior Grayson Reigel said. “I like our willingness to do anything we possibly can to win games.” “It’s been a team effort,” senior Noah Goins said. “We have all been able to come together as a team, and I think being together as a team for four years has definitely helped our chemistry on the court to become so successful.” In addition to their success on the court, the team has an unbreakable bond. “We’re more than just a team, we’re a family,” Washington said. Washington added that getting to know his players is important. “Because there are so few players on the team, you really get to know them a lot



of the Month



Grayson Reigel Varsity Basketball



photo from Kettle Run Yearbook



Starters huddle as they prepare to take on the Fauquier Falcons at home on January 4th, a game that the Cougars would go on to win 72-48. better, they are like a second family,” Washington said. “We get to spend a lot of time together, whether it be practice, games, or just talking.” Although the team works hard, they also make time for fun. “The thing I like most about our team is how much fun we have on and off the court,” Goins said. “It was definitely an amazing time this year, playing beside my brothers.” With the season coming to an end, senior players are



sad to say goodbye. “I’m going to miss my teammates and playing with them everyday,” Reigal said. “I will miss being together on the court with my brothers,” Goins said. “Our relationships have grown throughout the years and I’m going to miss that a lot.” “I like most that a lot of my close friends are on the team,” senior Austin Malone said. “We’ve played together for a long time and I’m really going to miss them.”



“Like most of our senior classes, we will miss the rapport and closeness that we have built with our players over the last four years,” Washington said. “We have been around a lot of basketball during that time, but we have also focused a lot on how these young men will progress with the rest of their lives.” Reigal said his best memory over the past four years is, “beating Liberty to clinch our spot in Regionals.”



When did you start playing basketball? “I started playing when I was 5 years old.” How has the sport impacted your life? “It’s brought me closer to my teammates and guys that I will be close with for the rest of my life.” Who is your favorite basketball player? “Steph Curry” What is your most memorable moment? “My most memorable moment is beating Liberty last year to clinch our spot in Regionals.” What is your favorite part about playing basketball? “My favorite part about playing is getting away from the outside world.”



Life Hacks for Athletes



Natalie Carmichael Varsity Basketball



Eat an orange before working out. Not only does it keep you hydrated, but it also prevents your muscles from getting sore.



Exhale when your left foot hits the ground to avoid cramps when running.



Do you THRIVE?



Delmar Christian & Amy Bianco



delmar.amy.biz@gmail. com



http://thrivinteachers.le_vel.



67 W. Lee Street, Unit 102, Warrenton, VA 20186 | phone (540) 347-4172



When did you start playing basketball? “Last year was my first year playing basketball competitively, although I played in 8th grade at Auburn.” How has the sport impacted you? “It’s definitely built my team leadership skills as a senior captain. I’m fairly new to the sport, so it’s motivated me to work harder in practices. That’s definitely impacted me.” Who is your favorite basketball player? “Lebron James because he is a good overall player.” What is your most memorable moment? “The second win over Manassas Park and how the team was after the final buzzer went off.”
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Track Star Runs Her Way to the Top Scorecard Payton Fiel runs circles around her competition By Catherine Schefer Editor-in-Chief Success is running through the veins of sophomore Payton Fiel as she hits the ground running - literally. While the very first winter track meet was not officially timed, Fiel ran the 300 meter run with a time of 41.24 seconds while the school record is 46 seconds. Unfortunately, the previous record still stands since this first meet was not officially timed. Nevertheless, Fiel is an incredibly well rounded, multisport athlete. She heavily attributes her dedication and drive to succeed to her parents. “I mostly contribute this success to my dad,” explained Fiel. “If it weren’t for him I wouldn’t be a competitor. He pushes me to be my best and no matter what he’s always been there for me. [My success] also goes back to my mom. She is always my biggest fan and she supports all of by decisions.” While the support of the Fiel family has helped tremendously, Fiel’s teammates have also played a crucial role in propelling her through the world of athletics. “They keep my head in the game. Even when I want to quit, they continue to help



photo by Hannah Nelius



Peyton Fiel tries to pull away from her competitors in the first track meet of the season. me. When I’m a nervous wreck, they help me get it done.” Fiel enjoys the personal competitiveness of track but also the bonds she has made through being on a team. “Running track is a unique experience,” said Fiel.



“You’re not only competing for your team but for yourself as well. You create a family bond with the team.” The overall quality of the team has made being a member of the team even better. The beauty of track is that each athlete has a moment



to stand out - a moment to stand out for themselves but also contribute to the overall status of the team. “Track is the freedom to compete on pure athleticism,” said Fiel. The second meet of the season was officially timed. While Fiel was unable to match her time from the previous meet, she finished in second with a time of 45.14 seconds and a promising future for the coming season. The second meet was successful for other athletes on the team as well. Senior Devyn Heron ran a personal best in the 3200 with a time of 10:09.37 for a first place finish. According to track coach Myraida Davis, Heron is the current record holder in this event. Other first place finishers included senior Melissa Absire in the 55 meter run, junior Max McManus for the 1000 meter run, freshman Mateo Barreto in the 1600 meter run, and senior Justyn Bush in the 500 meter run. In the field, junior Sofie Haugsdahl finished first in the shot put and senior Claire Trotto finished first in the pole vault. During this meet the girls won and the boys came in second. Runners say the season looks promising.



By Ryan Blesi Boys Varsity Basketball Overall 15-4 1/04 Fauquier (W) 7245(W) 1/06 Brentsville (W) 59-39 1/11 John Champe (W) 87-75 1/13 Eastern View (L) 55-59 1/17 Culpeper (W) 58-52 1/18 Freedom (L) 56-57 1/20 Manassas Park (W) 64-50 1/24 Fauquier (W) 66-58 1/27 Liberty (W) 66-55 Girls Varsity Basketball Overall 3-13 1/4 Fauquier (L) 37-39 1/6 Brentsville (L) 29-59 1/11 John Champe (L) 27-45 1/13 Eastern View (L) 23-64 1/17 Culpeper (L) 26-51 1/18 Freedom (L) 30-59 1/20 Manassas Park (W) 42-41 1/24 Fauquier (W) 53-50 CoEd Varsity Swimming Overall 6-0 1/7 John Champe (W) 1/13 Eastern View (W) 1/21 Brentsville/Liberty (W)



Hockey Continues to Spread like Wild Fires Hockey is Becoming More and More Popular Across the US By Nathan Pullen Sports Editor Whether it’s in the winter Olympics, the IIHF (International Ice Hockey Federation), or the recently created World Cup of Hockey; when you see a game between the two great countries, it’s always a must-watch game. In past years, Canada has dominated the hockey scene, consistently being favored for gold and bringing the most young talent into the NHL, but recently, the US has been giving our neighbors to the north a run for their money. In the recent 2016 IIHF Junior World Hockey tournament, the world saw a classic gold medal game ending with a United States victory in a shootout. This is a milestone for hockey in the United States, not only because of the gold on the international scale, but also because it shows the growth in both participation and skill of youth hockey in the states. The United States has always produced hockey talent, but always out of the north and midwest; Minnesota, Michigan, New York, Wisconsin, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. Recent-



photo courtesy of Haymarket Iceplex



Hockey Iceplex located in Haymarket, Virginia ly though talent has been NHL fan, has been followspringing up in unexpected ing the Matthews’s progplaces throughout the US. ress throughout his rookie With five 2016 NHL first season. round draft picks coming out “He really didn’t surprise of St. Louis, Missouri, it is me too much,” said Griffin. becoming evident that hock“I knew he was going to be ey has been making the move really nice in his rookie seasouth. son. It’s really refreshing to The most notable success see someone from Arizona story in the NHL as of late to succeed like he is. Usuis that of Auston Matthews, ally the big rookies in the an Arizona native giving the league aren’t even from the northern norm a run for it’s United States, and when money. Auston Matthews they are they’re almost alhas racked up the accolades ways from the northern of a veteran all in his rookie states.” season. After scoring four Not only is USA hockey goals in his first NHL apgrowing in area but also in pearance, he has since gone skill. In 2016, 12 Amerion to score the overtime cans were selected in the game-winning-goal in the first round of the NHL enWinter Classic, and is on try draft, which is up from pace to beat the record for 2015s mere seven US born most goals scored in a rookie first round draftees. This is season. inspirational to young hockJunior Zach Griffin, an avid ey players in the area, and



current Kettle Run hockey players are excited to see the rise in hockey opportunities for upcoming youth. “It’s really nice to be able to witness the spread of hockey throughout our country,” said junior Matt Rosenberger. “I’ve always said that I wished hockey was bigger in NOVA and the US, and now I’m finally starting to see that happen.” “You used to have to go way up north and even into Canada for good hockey opportunities,” said junior Elliott Cosner. “It’s great to see junior teams popping up throughout the south and real NHL talent coming out of places like St. Louis and Arizona. It really gives me hope that when I’m older, talent will be coming out of all states, sort of like football right now.” Hockey in the NOVA area has also seen a growth similar to to that of cities like St. Louis. We haven’t seen any NHL talent come out of the area yet but the popularization of hockey in the area (brought about by the drafting of Alexander Ovechkin in 2005) has inspired many children to get involved in



the sport. The movement has reached the town of Haymarket where the Haymarket Iceplex opened about six years ago in a repurposed 84 Lumber warehouse. The biggest impact the opening has had on Kettle Run is the creation of the school’s first ever hockey team in 2014. Students have packed the Haymarket Iceplex for heated rivalry games against teams like the Battlefield Bobcats and the Patriot Pioneers. “It’s a really different sport,” said junior Parker Webb. “It’s free and really exciting to watch. Even though the team isn’t doing too well this year, I still enjoy watching the hits and occasional fights.” Although it is not an official Kettle Run sport, that does not keep students from showing up to support the team. “The number of people that actually show up to watch our games really shows how much the sport has grown around here,” said Cosner. “Just a few years ago the sport was like a foreign language but now people are actually getting excited for it.”
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1. Schefer interviewing members from DNCE. 2. Schefer interviewing Pop Star Daya. 3. Schefer interviewing Ashley Iaconetti, star of the Bachelor in Paradise. 4. Catherine Schefer and freshman Stephanie Schefer spent the evening of Monday, December 12 2016 on the red carpet at Jingle Ball in D.C. Photos from Catherine Schefer.



Jingle Ball Tour Makes Stop in D.C. Schefer wins opportunity to interview celebraties on the red carpet



By Chris Dodson Viewpoint Editor There were some familiar faces on the red carpet at this year’s Jingle Ball concert. Senior Catherine Schefer won a contest hosted by HOT 99.5. The contest required high school journalists to upload a picture and a writing sample for the opportunity to become the high school red carpet reporter at the event. Journalism adviser Shelly Norden offered students extra credit to enter the contest. “One of my former students, Meleana Moore, told me about the contest,” Norden said. “I thought it would be a really cool opportunity for one of my students. Six of my journalism students entered, and we were all thrilled to hear that Catherine had won.” Schefer found out she won during her journalism class on Nov. 29. On air personality Toby Knapp called the school asking for Schefer. When Norden put him on speaker, he decided to prank Schefer. Knapp stated that he was calling due to concerns of plagiarism in Schefer’s writing. “Catherine had a look of fear on her face,” Norden said. “She had no idea that he was calling because she had won the contest.”



“When I first answered the call I was really confused,” explained Schefer. “Toby Knapp was on the other line and was asking me about plagiarism. I knew I hadn’t plagiarized anything but I still didn’t know how to respond. When Knapp told me that he was from the 99.5 radio station I had a feeling he was calling about the contest but I figured it was too good to be true.” “When Catherine first received the call from the radio station, she was so confused,” explained senior classmate Cuyler McCorkindale. “When Knapp revealed that she had won the contest, it was great. I am so proud of Catherine for winning.” When Knapp revealed the real reason for the call, Schefer’s classmates starting cheering and clapping. “When we got the call, I remember the room getting really quite and Mrs. Norden having Catherine answer the phone but as the radio host continued to speak we all look around silently looking shocked and excited,” said sophomore Madison Slevin. “It was an amazing moment to be apart of, and to be able to see Catherine win such a deserving prize was just as great.” Schefer was able to bring



“Scars to Your Beautiful by Aleesia Cara.” Ashley Jeffers Sophomore



“I Mean It by G-Eazy.”



a guest to the event and she chose to take her younger sister Stephanie. “I decided to take my sister because I know that we can work together on things,” explained Schefer. “I also thought it would be a fun memory to share with each other.” “I was really happy that Catherine decided to take me because it was an amazing experience, and one that I will remember for a lifetime,” said Stephanie The Jingle Ball took place on Monday, December 12 at the Verizon Center. Featured artists included: The Chainsmokers, G-Eazy, Fifth Harmony, Diplo, Ellie Goulding, DNCE, Alessia Cara, Tove Lo, Daya, Special Guest Appearance from Niall Horan. As the artists entered the Verizon center, Schefer had the opportunity to interview many of them. “There were several interesting things that I learned about these artists,” explained Schefer. “They all have stories that have influenced them in some way.” Stars such as Singer Songwriter Alessia Cara carry important messages for their fans. During her performance Cara spoke directly to the girls in the audience in order to try to break some



of the stereotypes that have been placed on the female population in today’s society. “I want my viewers to take away that we don’t have to look a certain way or dress up to feel beautiful,” explained Cara. “I think there are so many expectations placed on us girls and as soon as you hear beauty you think doneup and a face full of makeup. I don’t want anyone to think that is the only way...and I’m not saying that is not beautiful because I like makeup and I love dressing up and I think that’s great but I just want to show people that there is an alternative to it too and you don’t always have to do that to feel beautiful.” Messages to fans are not the only things that these famous musicians value. Their fans play an important role in their lives and many have had some incredibly memorable encounters. DNCE, a funk pop and dance-rock band, has had some humorfilled encounters mixed in with several sentimental encounters. “I’ve had a fan ask me to punch him before,” recalled lead singer of DNCE, Joe Jonas. “I didn’t do it but it was memorable.” “I had an older male fan who had fake hair and then during the concert he put it



on my head,” said keyboardist Cole Whittle. DNCE’s guitarist JinJoo Lee’s favorite encounters with fans take a more serious path. “I get the message from young girls that they go and get a guitar and start practicing because they were watching me,” said Lee. “I like doing events like this [Jingle Ball] and seeing little kids get excited as they see us walking down the halls,” explained DNCE drummer Jack Lawless. Schefer was also able to get many of them to give video “shout outs” to Kettle Run. “The shout outs from all of the famous singers were pretty cool,” said McCorkindale. “I didn’t really know who any of the singers were, but they were still pretty cool.” Schefer said the night was one of the best nights of her life and one that she will never forget. “This was truly a once-ina-lifetime experience,” said Schefer. “This is a night that I will remember forever, but I would also like to thank everyone who allowed me to obtain this opportunity. This would not have been possible if people did not vote and I am incredibly thankful that people took the time to vote.”



What is your favorite song by a Jingle Ball Artist?



Braedan Allen Sophomore



“Me Myself and I by GEazy.” Justin Householder Senior



“The Writer by Ellie Goulding.” Madison Slevin Sophomore



By Grace Small Staff Reporter



“I Mean It by G-Eazy.” Colby Davidson Senior
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